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As we move into the 2020s, all 
digital marketers have to think 
privacy-first. And that’s a really 
good thing. But, initiatives like the 
GDPR and the end of third-party 
cookies mean that advertisers 
need to look at new ways to plan 
and deliver campaigns without 
relying on user-level data. 

 

In this short ebook, we look 
at anonymised mobile data 
to explain what makes it so 
powerful, how it can be used in 
programmatic campaigns, and 
why, if used smartly, it can make 
digital advertising more effective 
and efficient than anything that 
came before it. 
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The way digital advertising has 
worked for the last ten years isn’t 
going to work for the next ten. 

And nowhere is that more true 
than with regard to third-party 
cookies. A staple of online 
advertising from the beginning, 
these little morsels of data have 
been the basis for targeting 
consumers and measuring ad 
success all across the open web. 

But, as the use (and misuse) 
of online data has gained 
more public prominence, the 
pushback has been significant. 
To most people, the idea of a 
company you’ve never heard of 
using data about your internet 
browsing behaviour feels pretty 
invasive, and privacy laws like 
the GDPR specifically include 
cookies to put an end to that sort 
of invasive, unfair or downright 
creepy behaviour. 

Which is why cookies are on 
the way out. In 2017, Firefox and 
Safari blocked the use of third-
party cookies on their browsers, 
and Google Chrome, the 
browser that takes the biggest 
share of web-surfing, recently 
announced they will be blocking 
third-party cookies within the 
next two years. 

For responsible brands, this is 
a good thing. Every move to 

protect online consumers and 
make the advertising ecosystem 
more trustworthy should be 
celebrated - after all, you don’t 
see the words invasive, unfair 
and creepy in many marketing 
mission statements. 

But just because it’s a 
good thing, doesn’t mean 
there aren’t challenges.  
__________________________

Working out how to 
navigate the cookieless 
world - getting all the 
right place, right time, 
right audience benefits 
of programmatic 
advertising, while 
jettisoning the more 
interfering side-effects 
- is one of the big 
questions of the next 
few years. 

The good news is that 
anonymised mobile data is a big 
part of answering that question. 

A WORLD WITHOUT COOKIES IS HERE
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ANONYMISED MOBILE DATA - WHAT IS IT?
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There are two reasons why 
anonymised mobile data can 
be such a powerful thing for a 
marketer to have at their disposal. 
Let’s look at the mobile part first. 

When you’re getting data straight 
from the handset, you’re getting 
just about the fullest picture of 
a person imaginable. First of all, 
our mobiles are with us all the 
time. Mobile geo data can tell 
you where someone lives, where 
they work, how they travel, what 
shops and restaurants they walk 
past, what time they get up in the 
morning and what time they go to 
bed. 

But it goes beyond location. 

Mobile data also shows you 
what domains someone is 
visiting, what they’re searching 
for, what apps they have 
downloaded and how long 
they use them for. 

The apps thing is massive, 
especially with regard to the tech 
giants, because it lets you get 

insights from behind the Walled 
Gardens of Facebook, Amazon, 
Twitter, TikTok and so on whenever 
someone uses the apps on their 
mobile. 

 So, mobile data is astonishingly 
powerful. But it’s also very, very, 
very personal. Which is where the 
‘anonymised’ part comes in. 

For a marketer to see one 
customer at a time in such detail 
wouldn’t be much use and would 
be extremely intrusive. But when 
you get data from, say, 20m 
different devices, and make sure all 
that data is anonymous so that no 
individual is personally identifiable, 
you suddenly have an incredibly 
powerful dataset for planning 
and executing programmatic 
campaigns - and measuring their 
success - all without needing a 
single cookie. 

That’s because we’re no longer 
looking at what one individual 
does, then grouping that 
individual with a bunch of others 
to tease out the similarities. With 

anonymised mobile data, we’re 
looking at the whole group at 
the same time, and then using 
behavioural analysis to unpick 
the patterns and trends.  

So, let’s say you want to know 
about the people who visit the 
AutoTrader website. Rather than 
placing a cookie on that site and 
following the visitors all round the 
web, you can see all the mobiles 
who visit the AutoTrader domain 
in aggregate. And, over time, you 
can build a pattern of the devices 
that take that one specified action 
to see what other things they 
have in common: where they are, 
the other apps they use, when 
they go online, how they search, 
and so on. 

With this kind of 
behavioural analysis, 
you’re able to build an 
incredibly rich picture of 
your customer without 
ever having to look at an 
individual customer’s data.  
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The fast food chain

Let’s say you’re a fast food 
restaurant and you want people 
to know that they can order from 
you through all the major food 
delivery apps. 

Usually, these apps work within 
a two-mile radius of an outlet, so 
a standard user-level targeting 
approach might be to run digital 
ads that target people within that 
area. But that would be really 
inefficient - it’s highly unlikely 
that your audience is going to 
be evenly distributed across the 
two-miles. 

Using anonymous mobile data 
means we can be even more 
precise. By identifying active 
delivery app users we can start 
to build clusters of audiences all 
in the same area that are much 
more useful to marketers. 

So, within the two-mile radius, 

USE CASES: HOW WE USE ANONYMISED MOBILE DATA
Using anonymised mobile data means you can get a better view of 
who your best customers are, where they are, and when the best time 
to target them is. And the easiest way to show you how it works is to go 
right ahead and jump into some examples. 
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there might be student 
residences, an area of family 
homes, and a big care home. 
Based on the different mobile 
behaviours of these groups, 
we can see that students and 
families are both within the 
target audience persona - 
though for different reasons - 
whereas the older audience is 
unlikely to be worth targeting. 
Using that information, we can 
then build a campaign that 
targets the student area with 
ads around the best deals, 
the family area with offers 
that include children’s menus, 
and avoid the care home 
altogether. 

By building a segment around 
these small-business apps, 
we can start to build a fuller 
picture of where this audience 
goes online and build smarter 
targeting strategies. 

Discover more 
in our Subway 
case study >>

https://go.wearemiq.com/hubfs/UK%20Content/UK%20Skyrise%20Landing%20Page/MiQ%20UK%20Case%20Study%20-%20Subway.pdf
https://go.wearemiq.com/hubfs/UK%20Content/UK%20Skyrise%20Landing%20Page/MiQ%20UK%20Case%20Study%20-%20Subway.pdf
https://go.wearemiq.com/hubfs/UK%20Content/UK%20Skyrise%20Landing%20Page/MiQ%20UK%20Case%20Study%20-%20Subway.pdf
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The travel company

Now let’s say you’re a travel 
company. What you’re really 
interested in is attracting more 
of the highest value travellers 
- the ones who travel regularly 
and who don’t mind paying for 
the privilege of business or first 
class facilities.  

The problem is, GDPR has 
made identifying regular 
travellers almost impossible 
using traditional data sources. 

But using anonymised 
mobile data, we can cluster 
devices that regularly leave 
the country - and further 
group these devices by the 
countries they arrive in and 
the routes they take along 
the way. By identifying the 
mobile behaviour on these 
devices, we can build a rich 
data segment that’s not just 
useful for targeting, but also for 
building lookalike audiences 
so we can find high-value 
travellers without even 
knowing that they’ve been 
anywhere. 

The university

A university might have a tricky 
targeting problem. Naturally, 
they want to target prospective 
students looking to apply to 
study with them. But they might 
also want to target students 
who are already studying 
with them. The issue here is 
that, on a demographic level, 
there’s very little to distinguish 
between a pre-application 
17 year-old and a first-year 
student who’s 18. 

With anonymised mobile data, 
this isn’t a problem. Current 
students, who tend to have the 
university app downloaded to 
their mobiles, are pretty easy 
to identify. We can then find 
postcode clusters to target 
based on the high student 
population areas. 

For prospective students, 
meanwhile, we’re able to build 
segments based on people 
accessing A-level revision apps 
from their phone or visiting 
the UCAS website. Unlike 
current students, this audience 
is likely to be spread all over 
the country, so geo targeting 
isn’t useful. But, by overlaying 
the mobile behaviour seen on 
these devices with, for instance, 
our dataset of the 1000 top 
visited websites, we’re able to 
determine the most effective 
domains for contextual 
targeting. 

The B2B marketer

The thing about business 
people is that they’re all plain 
old regular people too. So 
if, say, you were trying to run 
a campaign promoting your 
wireless payment solution to 
small businesses, it’s very tough 
to build a segment based 
on demographics alone. A 
cupcake baker in Hackney 
is likely to be different from 
a fishmonger in Devon who 
in turn may not resemble a 
furniture dealer in Edinburgh. 
But they’re all small business 
people and you want them to 
see your ad. 

Using anonymised mobile 
data gives you new ways 
to find these hard-to-reach 
audiences. So, while the 
above three examples may all 
be very different in terms of 
demographics, they’re likely to 
share similarities in the fact they 
all have invoicing, accountancy 
and payment apps on their 
mobiles. 

By building a segment around 
these small-business apps, 
we can start to build a fuller 
picture of where this audience 
goes online and build smarter 
targeting strategies. 

WEAREM iQ .COM
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Just because we can use 
anonymised mobile data in the 
planning and targeting phase 
of a campaign, it doesn’t mean 
that the activation is all mobile. 
In fact, using this kind of data is 
really important in developing 
genuinely omnichannel 
activations, particularly in terms of 
the newer addressable channels 
like audio or digital-out-of-home 
(DOOH). 

It’s worth reiterating, the point 
of the mobile data being 
anonymised means we can’t 
target those devices directly. 

Its value lies in understanding 
your audience better - where 
they live, where they go, what 
they do online - and then 
building those insights into 
your campaign. 

What you’re doing is arming the 
people trading your campaigns 
with incredibly powerful data 
that they can build into their 
custom bidding strategies, and 
then continue to optimise. So, if 
you know your target audience 
tends to listen to podcasts on 
their mobile while commuting, 
there’s an opportunity for 
audio targeting. You might 
supplement this with DOOH at 
the transport hubs they tend to 
arrive at, and then look for video 
ad opportunities when they’re 
watching YouTube on the way 
home. 

The channel opportunities are 
endless - but anonymised mobile 
data gives you the opportunity 
to hit the goals you care about 
more efficiently by giving you 
insights that allow for faster, more 
effective optimisation. 

 

MOBILE DATA, EVERY CHANNEL
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HOW DO YOU KNOW IT WORKS?
Hopefully, from everything you’ve read so far, you can see the ways we can use anonymised mobile data to 
plan and execute programmatic campaigns across all the channels you care about. But that still leaves one big 
question. How do you know it works? 

Let’s take a look at the options. 
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The traditional way

The whole point of 
anonymised mobile data is 
getting ready for a world 
without cookies. But, 
while they’re still around, 
we can use good old 
fashioned cookie-based 
measurement to test the 
lift that using mobile data 
gives a campaign. 

 By using a tool like 
Google’s Experiment and 
Lift feature, we can create 
multiple audience groups, 
some of which we target 
with standard bidding 
strategies and some with 
strategies enhanced by 
anonymised mobile data, 
to show the incremental 
performance lift of the latter 
approach. 

The future-proofed way

 Ad tech and measurement 
companies are already 
hard at work building for 
the cookieless world. At 
MiQ, it’s been one of our 
biggest focuses of the last 
two years - making sure 
we can perform the same 
kind of incremental lift 
measurement our clients 
and partners expect, 
but without relying on 
cookies. Soon, solutions 
like Google’s measurement 
API or Safari Web Kit, which 
are based on aggregated 
(and, thus, anonymous) 
conversions, will allow us 
to run tests like the above, 
but without using cookie 
data at all. There’s still testing 
and learning to be done 
to make these solutions 
as good as they can be 
- but a lot of the work in 
getting it right has already 
been done, and we’re 
very confident that, as an 
industry, we’ll get it right.  

The connected way

 The coolest measurement 
advance, though, uses 
anonymised mobile data 
itself to run experiments and 
test. This involves a process 
called black-out testing. 

 In black-out testing, we’re 
able to A/B test campaign 
performance by targeting 
specific locations in different 
ways. So, for instance, 
we could divide the UK 
into three areas: one area 
where there’s no campaign 
delivery, one area where 
we use standard targeting, 
and one where we use a 
bidding strategy enhanced 
by anonymised mobile data. 

CRM sales data for 
each region can then 
be compared to media 
spend to give an accurate 
assessment of the ROI for 
each approach. 

01 02 03
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HOW TO GET STARTED 
WITH ANONYMISED 
MOBILE DATA
At MiQ, as you might have 
guessed by now, we’re pretty 
big fans of anonymised mobile 
data and the power it gives us 
to plan and deliver campaigns 
in the privacy-first, soon-to-be-
cookieless world. 

That’s why we’ve partnered with 
Skyrise Intelligence, a partner that 
gives us access to anonymised 
mobile data from 20 million UK 
mobile devices. By connecting 
over 170 other datasets to 
Skyrise’s data signals, we’re 
able to use our programmatic 
expertise to customise 
programmatic bidding strategies 
around whatever goals a brand is 
looking to hit. 

To find out more about how we support your marketing in a 
cookieless future and enhance your omnichannel planning, 
buying and activation, reach out to your MiQ representative, or 
email us at info-uk@miqdigital.com.


